
Central Sydney Planning Committee 21 June 2018

Development Application: 5-15 Dunning Avenue, Rosebery

File No.: D/2017/1582

Summary 

Date of Submission: 8 November 2017

Amended plans and documentation submitted on 12 April 
2018, 19 April 2018 and 22 May 2018

Applicant: Stockland Development Pty Ltd

Architect: PTW Architects

Developer: Stockland Development Pty Ltd

Owner: SP 34888 5-15 Dunning Avenue/1-3 Mentmore Avenue

Cost of Works: $66,000,000

Proposal Summary: The proposal seeks approval for a concept application 
(stage 1) for the following:

 three (3) building envelopes, each up to 22 metres in 
height which have been tested to accommodate up 
to a total approximate gross floor area of 13,563m² of 
GFA or an FSR of up to 2.2:1;

 indicative future residential land use;

 vehicular access from Dunning Avenue; 

 one (1) basement level; and

 6 metre wide through-site link connecting Dunning 
Avenue and Mentmore Avenue. 

The proposal is integrated development requiring approval 
under the Water Management Act 2000. 

The proposal was notified for a 30 day period from 22 
November 2017 to 23 December 2017. There were no 
submissions received. 
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Proposal Summary:

(continued)

A letter was sent to the applicant on 12 March 2018 
requesting the following information/changes to the 
proposal:

 analysis of the driveway location;

 further detail on the shadows proposed on the 
neighbouring properties;

 a minimum 3 metre setback to the 7th storey of 
building 1 and 2;

 height of building 3 to match the datum height 
of Mentmore House and additional levels 
setback 3 metres from front facade and 6 
metres from the through site link; 

 reduction in building depth to 23metres;

 deep soil area be dimensioned on the plan; 
and

 section B site audit statement or letter of 
interim advice. 

Amended plans and information were received on 12 April 
2018 and 19 April 2018. More detailed envelope plans 
were received on 22 May 2018.

A draft Voluntary Planning Agreement ('VPA') for a 482m² 
through site link and an easement with a value of $96,400 
and a monetary contribution of $1,369,450 towards 
community infrastructure in Green Square is currently on 
exhibition

Subject to the implementation of conditions, as detailed in 
the report and Attachment A, it is considered that the 
proposed development is generally compliant with the 
relevant planning controls for the site. In the instance 
where numeric compliance is not achieved, for example, 
building height in storeys and solar access, there is 
considered to be reasonable justification to support the 
variations. There are also further opportunity through the 
competitive design process and as part of the detailed 
development application (DA) to further refine these 
elements of the proposal.  

Summary Recommendation: The determination of the development application is 
recommended to be delegated to the CEO to allow the 
exhibition of the VPA to be completed and any 
submissions received to be considered. 
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Development Controls: (i) Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979

(ii) Water Management Act 2000

(iii) Sydney Water Act 1994 No 88

(iv) Sydney Airport Referral Act 1996

(v) Commonwealth Airports Act 1996

(vi) State Environmental Planning No 55 - Remediation 
of Land

(vii) State Environmental Planning Policy No 65 - Design 
Quality of Residential Flat Development

(viii) State Environmental Planning Policy (Infrastructure) 
2007

(ix) State Environmental Planning Policy (Building 
Sustainability Index: BASIX) 2004

(x) Sydney Local Environmental Plan 2012

(xi) Sydney Development Control Plan 2012 

(xii) City of Sydney Development Contributions Plan 2015

(xiii) Green Square Affordable Housing Program

Attachments: A. Recommended conditions 

B. Proposed building envelope 

C. Indicative plans
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Recommendation

It is resolved that:

(A) authority be delegated to the Chief Executive Officer (CEO) to determine Development 
Application No. D/2017/1528 after the draft Voluntary Planning Agreement, in 
accordance with the public benefit offer made by Stockland Development Pty Ltd 
dated 7 November 2011, has been publicly exhibited and any submissions considered; 

(B) the Design Excellence Strategy for 5-15 Dunning Avenue, prepared by Sutherland and 
Associates and dated May 2018, be approved pursuant to Section 3.3.1 of the Sydney 
Development Control Plan 2012 and Section 1.2 of the Competitive Design Policy; and 

(C) if the CEO determines to approve the application, then consideration be given to 
granting a deferred commencement consent to Development Application No. 
D/2017/1528, pursuant to section 4.16(3) of the Environmental Planning and 
Assessment Act 1979, subject to the conditions as detailed in Attachment A to the 
subject report.
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Background

The Site and Surrounding Development
1. A site visit was carried out by the Council Planner on 6 February 2018.

2. The site is legally defined as SP 34888 and is approximately 6,168.8m² in area. It is 
generally 'L- shaped' with a 97.6 metre frontage to Dunning Avenue and a 55.4 metre 
frontage to Mentmore Avenue.  The site is located one (1) lot south of Epsom Road 
and north of Cressy Street. A two storey concrete panel building used as a warehouse 
and for offices is currently contained within the site. 

3. Surrounding land uses are a mix of older style industrial buildings to the west along 
Dunning Avenue, and newer residential flat buildings to the north, south and east of 
the site. 

4. The site is not in a heritage conservation area, but is located adjacent to Mentmore 
House, which is a locally listed heritage item (item number I1378) under Sydney Local 
Environmental Plan 2012. 

5. Photos of the site and surrounds are provided in Figures 1 to 8 below:

Figure 1: Aerial image of subject site and surrounding area

N
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Figure 2: Looking south across Dunning Avenue. Site frontage highlighted.
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Figure 3: Looking north east across Dunning Avenue. Site frontage highlighted.

Figure 4: Looking south east across Dunning Avenue. Site frontage highlighted and neighbouring site 
highlighted.

Neighbouring site at 
17-21 Dunning 
Avenue
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Figure 5: Looking northwest across Mentmore Avenue. Site frontage highlighted.
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Figure 6: Adjoining heritage item to the south on Mentmore Avenue. Site highlighted. 
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Figure 7: Adjoining heritage item to the south on Mentmore Avenue, viewed from subject site. 
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Figure 8: Northern site boundary viewed from the adjoining property at 1 Dunning Avenue 

Proposal

6. The subject application seeks consent for a concept proposal for the following:

(a) three (3) building envelopes, known as buildings 1, 2 and 3 which have been 
reference tested to accommodate up to a total approximate gross floor area of 
13,563m² of GFA or an FSR of up to 2.2:1;

(b) building 1 proposes an envelope up to 22 metres in height to Dunning Avenue, 
as well as a smaller envelope to accommodate one and two storeys located 
between the substantive proposed building envelope to Dunning Avenue and the 
rear boundary of 511 Mentmore Avenue 

(c) building 2 proposes an envelope up to 22 metres in height to Dunning Avenue 

(d) building 3 proposes an envelope up to 22 metres in height to Mentmore Avenue 

(e) indicative future residential land use;

(f) vehicular access from Dunning Avenue; 

(g) one (1) basement level; and
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(h) a 6 metre wide through-site link connecting Dunning Avenue and Mentmore 
Avenue. 

7. Plans of the proposed development are provided in figures 9 to 16:

Figure 9: Proposed basement envelope 

Dunning Avenue

Mentmore Avenue
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Figure 10: Proposed envelope plan ground/level 1

Dunning Avenue

Mentmore Avenue
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Figure 11: Proposed envelope plan level 2

Dunning Avenue

Mentmore Avenue
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Figure 12: Proposed envelope plan level 3 to 4

Dunning Avenue

Mentmore Avenue
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Figure 13: Proposed envelope plan level 5 to 7

Figure 14: Proposed envelope section long of Buildings 1 and 2

Dunning Avenue

Mentmore Avenue
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Figure 15: Proposed cross section through Buildings 2 and 3

Figure 16: Proposed 3D envelope

History Relevant to the Development Application

8. An amended information request was sent to the applicant on 12 March 2018. This 
letter raised the following concerns and requested the following changes:

(a) analysis of the driveway location;

(b) further detail on the shadows proposed on the neighbouring properties;

(c) a minimum 3 metre setback to the 7th storey of building 1 and 2;

Dunning 
Avenue

Mentmore 
Avenue

Dunning Avenue

Mentmore Avenue
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(d) height of building 3 to match the datum height of Mentmore House and additional 
levels setback 3 metres from front facade and 6 metres from the through site 
link; 

(e) reduction in building depth to 23 metres;

(f) deep soil area be dimensioned on the plan; and 

(g) section B site audit statement or letter of interim advice. 

9. Plans and information were sent through in response to these issues on 12 April 2018. 
More detailed building envelope plans were submitted on 23 May 2018 and are 
included in above. 

10. The response and proposed changes are discussed throughout the issues section 
below. 

Economic/Social/Environmental Impacts

11. The application has been assessed under Section 4.15 of the Environmental Planning 
and Assessment Act 1979, including consideration of the following matters:

(a) Environmental Planning Instruments and DCPs.

Water Management Act 2000
12. The application constitutes integrated development. It requires separate approval 

under the Water Management Act 2000. The application was referred to the Water 
NSW on 21 November 2017.

13. After the notification period, the Water NSW was informed by email on 2 March 2018 
that there were no submissions. General terms of approval were received on 11 April 
2018 and are included in schedule 3 of Attachment A. 

Sydney Airport Referral Act 1996/ Commonwealth Airports Act 1996

14. Section 182 of the Commonwealth Airports Act 1996 specifies that, amongst other 
things, constructing a building or other structure that intrudes into a prescribed 
airspace is a controlled activity.

15. Although no building works are sought or will be approved under this application, the 
proposed envelope will be more than 15.24 metres above existing ground height. As 
per schedules 2 and 5 of the Civil Aviation (Building Control) Regulations 1988, the 
construction of buildings above 15.24 metres in this area are prohibited without prior 
approval. 

16. Section 183 of the Commonwealth Airports Act 1996 specifies that controlled activities 
may not be carried out in relation to prescribed airspace unless an approval has been 
granted. The relevant approval body is the Civil Aviation Safety Authority (CASA).

17. The Sydney Airport Airfield Design Manager, as an authorised person of the CASA, 
provided approval for the controlled activity on 23 November 2017. The approved 
height is a maximum 41metres AHD and is inclusive of "all lift overruns, vents, 
chimneys, aerials, TV antennae, construction cranes, etc."
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Sydney Water Act 1994 No 88
18. In accordance with clause 78 of the Sydney Water Act 1994 No 88, the application 

was referred to Sydney Water as the development may increase the demand for water 
supplied by the Corporation. 

19. A response was received on 22 January 2018 which recommended conditions to be 
included on any development consent. Relevant conditions relating to the concept 
proposal are recommended to be included in the consent. 

State Environmental Planning Policy No 55—Remediation of Land
20. The aim of SEPP 55 is to ensure that a change of land use will not increase the risk to 

health, particularly in circumstances where a more sensitive land use is proposed.

21. A Remediation Action Plan and an Interim Audit Advice Letter were submitted with the 
development applicant. The City’s Health Unit is satisfied that subject to conditions as 
part of any detailed DA, the site can be made suitable for the proposed use.

State Environmental Planning Policy (Infrastructure) 2007
22. The provisions of SEPP (Infrastructure) 2007 have been considered in the assessment 

of the development application.

23. As the development site is within the vicinity of overhead powerlines, the application 
was referred to Ausgrid under the provisions of clause 45 of the ISEPP. 

24. It is recommended that a condition be imposed requiring the applicant to liaise with 
Ausgrid prior to the lodgement of the detailed DA and that any required infrastructure 
be accommodated within the design of the development.  

State Environmental Planning Policy No 65—Design Quality of Residential Flat 
Development
25. The proposed development is for conceptual building envelope only and no physical 

building works are sought as part of this application. In the event that the subject 
proposal is approved, the design of the development will be the subject of both a 
competitive design process and detailed DA.

26. As the proposal seeks consent for indicative land use on the site, consideration has 
been given to State Environmental Planning Policy No 65 - Design Quality of 
Residential Flat Development (SEPP 65). 

27. SEPP 65 provides that in determining an application for a residential flat development 
of three or more floors and containing one or more apartments, that the consent 
authority take into consideration advice from a Design Review Panel, the design 
quality of the development and the Apartment Design Guide (ADG). 

Design Advisory Panel

28. The concept proposal was presented to the City's Design Advisory Panel ('DAP') on 15 
February 2018. DAP were supportive of the concept proposal, and comments and 
recommendations are as follows, and are discussed throughout in the issues section 
below.
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29. The Panel was presented with a concept for a Stage 1 development application for the 
site. The Panel supports the City’s recommended changes to building setbacks. The 
Panel further noted and recommended the following:

(a) Depth of building envelopes should be reduced from 24m to 23m. Depth of 
buildings can be increased during the competition/ design development phase if 
required, based on design excellence. 

(b) The side-setback to Building 3 should be increased to 6m and the building street 
wall should match the heritage building.

(c) Deep soil planting area should be dimensioned.

(d) The articulation zone on building 3 should be eliminated.

Design Quality Principles

30. When considering the envelope and indicative floor plans against the 9 design quality 
principles, the concept proposal is considered to be capable of achieving the design 
principles of SEPP 65. This is discussed below. Please note, a more comprehensive 
assessment against these principles will occur with any detailed DA as this application 
only seeks approval for envelopes, indicative land use and vehicle entry point.  

(a) Principle 1 Context and Neighbourhood Character and Principle 2 Built Form and 
Scale:

The proposed scale and massing of the building envelope is contextually 
appropriate for the surrounding context. Most significantly, the proposal retains a 
number of street trees and proposes a through-site link connecting Dunning 
Avenue and Mentmore Avenue. 

The height, bulk and proportions of the envelope are compatible with 
surrounding development, and subject to further design development, have the 
ability to result in good design. 

(b) Principle 3 Density and Principle 6 Amenity

The proposed density is commensurate with the density anticipated by the 
planning controls. Subject to further design development, the development has 
the ability to provide a good level of amenity. 

(c) Principle 4 Sustainability and Principle 5 Landscape

The proposed development has reasonable sized building depth, which have the 
ability to be designed to maximise natural cross ventilation and solar penetration 
into the future residential apartments. Any future detailed DA will need to be 
accompanied by thermal comfort and BASIX information to demonstrate that the 
buildings perform well against these sustainability measures. 

A large area of deep soil is proposed to the north of the site, and will be co-
located next to the adjoining deep soil area at 1 Dunning Avenue. There are also 
additional deep soil zones proposed along Dunning Avenue and Mentmore 
Avenue frontages, and a large number of trees are proposed to be retained. 
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(d) Principle 7: Safety

The proposal is for a conceptual building envelope only, with the detailed design 
to be the subject of a competitive design process prior to the lodgement of a 
detailed DA. Subject to appropriate design, it is considered that the building is 
able to be designed to maximise opportunities for passive surveillance of the 
through site link, public domain and communal areas.

(e) Principle 8: Housing Diversity and Social Interaction

The proposed building envelopes allow for terrace style housing along the 
through site link, as well as a mix of one, two and three bed units. The final mix 
of units, as well as further refinement of the communal open space, will be 
subject to a competitive design process prior to the lodgement of a detailed DA.

(f) Principle 9: Aesthetics

The proposal is for a conceptual building envelope only, with the detailed design 
and aesthetics of the building to be the subject of a competitive design process 
prior to the lodgement of a detailed DA.

Apartment Design Guide

31. When considering the envelope and indicative floor plans against the relevant sections 
of ADG, the concept proposal is considered generally consistent with the outcomes.

32. More than 25% of communal open space is shown on the indicative floor plans, and 
the principle usuable part of this area is capable of achieving a minimum of 50% of 
direct sunlight for two hours on 21 June. This is consistent with the requirements under 
section 3D communal and public open space

33. The provision of deep soil exceeds the minimum requirements in the design criteria in 
section 3E of the ADG. Deep soil is further discussed in the table below under section 
4.2.3.6 of the Sydney DCP 2012. 

34. The following sections of the ADG are discussed in the issues section below:

(a) section 2E building depth

(b) section 2F building separation

(c) section 4A solar and daylight access

(d) section 4B natural ventilation 

(e) section 4C ceiling heights 

State Environmental Planning Policy (Building Sustainability Index: BASIX) 2004
35. Any future detailed DA will be required to satisfy BASIX requirements.  

Sydney LEP 2012
36. The site is located within the B4 mixed use zone. The proposed use is defined as a 

residential flat building and is permissible with consent. 
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37. The relevant matters to be considered under Sydney Local Environmental Plan 2012 
for the proposed development are outlined below.

Compliance Tables

Development Control Compliance Comment

4.3 Height of Buildings Yes A maximum height of 22 metres is 
permitted. The proposed enveloped has 
a maximum height of 22 metres.

4.4 Floor Space Ratio

6.14 Community infrastructure 
floor space at Green Square

Able to 
comply

Clause 4.4 of Sydney LEP 2012 
stipulates a base floor space ratio of 
1.5:1 for the site. 

Clause 6.14 of Sydney LEP 2012 allows 
an additional 0.5:1 FSR where 
community infrastructure is provided. 

As part of the subject application, a 
public benefit offer has been made to 
the City for a 482m² through site link 
with a value of $96,400 and a monetary 
contribution of $1,369,450 towards 
community infrastructure in Green 
Square. 

A draft planning agreement has been 
prepared and was publicly exhibited for 
a 28 day period from 7 June 2018. As 
such, the application is recommended to 
be delegated to the CEO to allow the 
exhibition period of the draft planning 
agreement to be completed. 

The documentation submitted by the 
applicant demonstrates that the 
proposed building envelope is able to 
accommodate up to 13,563m² of gross 
floor area, which would equate to an 
FSR of 2.2:1. 

In order to achieve this FSR, the 
applicant is reliant on any future 
architectural design being awarded the 
entirety of the 10% design excellence 
floor space bonus under the provisions 
of clause 6.21 of Sydney LEP 2012.
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Development Control Compliance Comment

5.10 Heritage conservation Able to 
comply

The building on the site does not have 
any heritage contribution to the 
streetscape or immediate locality. 

The subject site adjoins the northern and 
western boundaries of Mentmore House, 
which is a locally listed heritage item. 
The proposed envelope of building 3 
and its relationship to Mentmore House 
is discussed further in the Issues section 
below. 

6.21 Design Excellence Able to 
comply

In accordance with Clause 6.21(7) of 
SLEP 2012, up to an additional 10% 
FSR or height may be awarded if a 
competitive design process has been 
undertaken, and the detailed design is 
considered by the consent authority to 
exhibit design excellence. 

The applicant has submitted a design 
excellence strategy as part of this 
development application. The design 
excellence strategy is recommended to 
be endorsed as part this consent, in 
accordance with clause 6.21(5) of the 
Sydney LEP 2012 and the City of 
Sydney Design Competitive Design 
Policy.

As the proposal is a concept DA, no 
architectural design details are 
approved. A competitive design process 
will need to be undertaken prior to the 
lodgement of any detailed design DA.

7.5 Car parking and other 
ancillary development

Able to 
comply

The proposal illustrates one (1) level of 
basement as part of the concept 
proposal.

Car parking numbers for residential flat 
buildings can only be assessed as part 
of a detailed DA. Parking numbers are 
determined having regard to the 
residential unit mix proposed, which is 
only conceptual at this stage. 
Notwithstanding this, the indicative plans 
illustrate a total of 148 car parking 
spaces.
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Development Control Compliance Comment

7.13 Contribution for the 
purpose of affordable housing 

Able to 
comply

The detailed proposal for the site will be 
subject to affordable housing 
contributions under clause 7.13 of the 
Sydney LEP 2012 and the Green 
Square affordable housing program.  

7.14 Acid Sulphate Soils Able to 
comply

The Detailed Environmental Site 
Investigation (DESI) concludes that the 
site is within an area classified as being 
'no known occurrence' when referred to 
the 1:25,000 Botany Bay Acid Sulfate 
Soil Risk Map and within a Class 5 area. 
It concludes that the site does not need 
an Acid Sulfate Management Plan as 
the works will not likely affect the water 
table of class 1, 2, 3 or 4 ASS zones by 
more than 1m.

However, given the likely excavation and 
dewatering required as part of the 
detailed proposal, an acid sulphate soils 
management plan or evidence that one 
is not required will need to be submitted 
as part of the detailed design DA. This is 
recommended to be addressed by 
condition on the consent. 

7.15 Flood planning Able to 
comply

The subject site is flood prone. 

The City's engineers have 
recommended that any future ground 
floor levels and openings to the 
basement openings (including lifts, stairs 
and vents) fronting Dunning Avenue, be 
a minimum of 300mm above the invert 
of the gutter level. 

They have also recommended that any 
future ground floor levels to Mentmore 
Avenue be a minimum of 300mm above 
the invert of the gutter level and any 
basement opening (including lifts, stairs 
and vents) fronting Mentmore Avenue 
have a minimum RL 18.85m AHD. 

This is recommended to be included as 
a condition on the consent. 
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Development Control Compliance Comment

7.16 Airspace operations Able to 
comply

The subject application does not 
penetrate the prescribed airspace, and 
as such, does not trigger the 
concurrence requirements of this clause.

The height of the proposed envelope will 
breach the 15.24 metres above ground 
level height limit defined in the 
schedules of the Civil Aviation (Building 
Control) regulations. 

An approval for the erection of the 
development to a maximum height of 41 
metres AHD, inclusive of all lift overruns, 
vents, chimneys, aerials, TV antennae 
construction cranes etc was received on 
23 November 2017. 

7.20 Development requiring 
preparation of a development 
control plan

Yes As the subject site is over 5,000m², the 
provisions of clause 7.20 of the Sydney 
LEP 2012 and the preparation of a site 
specific DCP is required. 

However, in accordance with section 
4.23(3) of the Environmental Planning 
and Assessment Act 1979, the 
lodgement of a concept development 
application can be considered as a 
satisfactory alternative to a DCP. 

A public art strategy has been submitted 
as part of this concept application in 
accordance with clause 
7.20(4)(a)(c)(xiv). This is discussed 
further under section 3.1.5 and in the 
Issues section below. 

Sydney DCP 2012
38. The relevant matters to be considered under Sydney Development Control Plan 2012 

for the proposed development are outlined below.

2. Locality Statements – 2.5.2 Beaconsfield

The subject site is located in the Beaconsfield locality. The proposed concept application 
is considered to be in keeping with the character of the locality in that it will provide denser 
developments on the eastern edge and will facilitate a through site link to improve 
connectivity. 
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3. General Provisions Compliance Comment

3.1.2.2 Through site link Able to 
comply

A through site link connecting Mentmore 
Avenue and Dunning Avenue is 
proposed as part of this concept 
proposal. The location of this link  is not 
in accordance with the Sydney DCP 
2012, however, is considered 
acceptable. This is discussed further in 
the Issues section below. 

3.1.5 Public Art Able to 
comply

A public art strategy has been submitted 
as part of this concept application. The 
budget proposed in the strategy is not 
considered to be acceptable and is 
discussed further in the issues section 
below. Notwithstanding this, the strategy 
itself is considered acceptable and will 
form a condition of this consent. 

Public art will need to be further refined 
and included as part of any detailed DA. 

3.1.6 Sites greater than 
5,000m²

Able to 
comply

The proposed development includes the 
provision of a through site link, allows for 
a mix of apartments including terraces 
and units adjacent to the communal 
open space and deep soil area. There is 
also a public art strategy which will be 
approved as part of this application. 

3.2 Defining the Public Domain Able to 
comply

The relationship between the public 
domain, the through-site link and the 
subject site will need to be further 
developed as part of the competitive 
design process and the detailed DA.

This is discussed further in the Issues 
section below. 

3.3 Design Excellence and 
Competitive Design Processes

Able to 
comply

Prior to the lodgement of a detailed DA, 
a competitive design process is required 
to be undertaken. 

A Design Excellence Strategy, in 
accordance with section 3.3.8 of the 
Sydney DCP 2012, and as discussed in 
clause 6.21 above, is recommended to 
be approved as part of this concept 
proposal. 
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3. General Provisions Compliance Comment

3.5.3 Tree Management Able to 
comply

No tree removal is approved as part of 
this application. 

The proposed building envelopes are 
likely to necessitate the removal of 27 
trees including 26 within the site and one 
(1) in the public domain. Due to the size 
of the development, the trees within 
private property are generally supported 
for removal.

The trees within the site are a variety of 
native species in good through to poor 
health and condition. A larger percent of 
the trees were found to have structural 
defects which diminished their retention 
values. None of the trees were 
considered to be of high enough 
importance to warrant changes to the 
design that would allow for them to be 
retained and remain viable into the 
future.

The landscape areas shown in the plans 
indicate that the loss of canopy from the 
existing trees can be adequately 
replaced by new tree plantings which will 
provide greater canopy cover than 
existing. 

The one (1) street tree proposed for 
removal is required to be removed to 
facilitate a new driveway at the south-
western corner of the site. The plans 
indicate that the driveway is 8 metres 
width. However it is estimated that the 
subject tree is approximately 10 metres 
from the southern boundary. As such, it 
is considered by the City's tree 
management officer that the tree can 
likely be retained without impacting on 
the proposed driveway location and 
design. This detail needs to be further 
addressed as part of the detailed DA.

3.6 Ecologically Sustainable 
Development

Able to 
comply

Details demonstrating compliance with 
the requirements of BASIX will be 
assessed as part of the detailed DA. 
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3. General Provisions Compliance Comment

3.7 Water and Flood 
Management

Able to 
comply

See discussion under clause 7.15 of 
Sydney LEP 2012. 

As part of the detailed DA, stormwater 
and drainage under section 3.7.2 of 
Sydney DCP 2012, as well as water 
sensitive urban design, under section 
3.7.3 of Sydney DCP 2012 will need to 
be addressed. 

3.8 Subdivision, Strata 
Subdivision and Consolidation

Able to 
comply

There is an easement for an antenna 
pole/tower benefiting Australian and 
Overseas Telecommunications 
Corporation Limited. There is also a 
lease of part of an area of land to Telstra 
Corporation. This easement and lease 
are shown on the survey and title. While 
conditions are not recommended, these 
will need to be extinguished/terminated 
prior to a construction certificate being 
issued for any detailed DA for the site. 

3.9 Heritage Able to 
comply

See discussion under clause 5.10 of 
Sydney LEP 2012 and the Issues 
section below.

3.11 Transport and Parking No, but 
assessed as 
acceptable

The building envelope and indicative 
floor plans show one (1) level of 
basement. Compliance with parking 
numbers and service requirements will 
be a matter to be assessed as part of 
the detailed DA. 

The building envelope and indicative 
floor plans also show vehicle access 
from Dunning Avenue. This conflicts with 
a proposed future cycle link along 
Dunning Avenue. This is further 
discussed in the issues section below.
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3. General Provisions Compliance Comment

The submitted traffic report prepared by 
PTC Consultants has used trip 
generation rate as 0.19 vehicle trip/unit  
during the morning peak hour. It is 
acknowledged that this average value 
for Sydney has been picked from the 
latest RMS technical direction. However, 
given that the journey to work (2011 
data, as latest available) shows that this 
area had a high mode share of car (58% 
car driver) travel, the estimated traffic 
generation in the traffic report is likely to 
be under reporting values.

The City's Transport Planner has 
recommended that the trip generation 
coefficient be chosen from a comparable 
site (for example Rockdale or Liberty 
Grove) and that the SIDRA modelling 
exercise be included as part of any 
future detailed design DA. This is 
recommended to be included by 
condition.

3.11.2 Car share scheme 
parking spaces

Able to 
comply

The submitted traffic report does not 
propose car share spaces. These are 
required to be provided as part of the 
detailed design DA, and a condition is 
recommended in this regard. 

It is also recommended that the 
applicant discuss the proposed location 
of car share parking spaces with car 
share operators during the design 
process to ensure that the needs of both 
the developer and the car share 
operator can be met.

3.11.13 Design and location of 
waste collection points and 
loading areas

3.14 Waste

Able to 
comply

The proposed waste collection facilities 
will need to meet the provisions of 
section 3.11.3 of Sydney DCP. 

The indicative floor plans show that 
waste collection will take place within the 
building via a dedicated loading dock. 

A waste management plan will need to 
be submitted as part of a detailed design 
DA to show how the proposed buildings 
are adequately able to manage waste.
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4. Development Types

4.2 Residential flat, 
commercial and mixed use 
developments

Compliance Comment

4.2.1 Building height Able to 
comply

Section 4.2.1 of Sydney DCP 2012 
allows a maximum of six (6) storeys. 
However, the building envelopes and 
indicative floor plans show seven (7) 
storeys. While the bulk associated with a 
setback 7th storey is consistent with the 
surrounding development, all 
mechanical and plant services should 
also be contained within the 22 metre 
building envelope. This is further 
discussed in the Issues section below. 

4.2.2 Building setbacks Able to 
comply

Building setbacks are considered 
acceptable and are discussed in the 
Issues section below. 

4.2.3 Amenity Able to 
comply

The proposed envelope and indicative 
floor plans show that a reasonable level 
of amenity for the subject site is able to 
be achieved and that the proposed 
building envelope should not 
unreasonably impact on surrounding 
development.

Notwithstanding this; compliance with 
these provisions will form part of the 
detailed design DA.  

4.2.3.6 Deep soil Able to 
comply

The proposed envelopes include a deep 
soil area of 10% of the site area, with 
one consolidated area of a minimum 
dimension of 10 metres. The deep soil 
area dimensions are included on the 
building envelope plans. 

Compliance with this section will be 
further assessed as part of any detailed 
design DA.
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4. Development Types

4.2 Residential flat, 
commercial and mixed use 
developments

Compliance Comment

4.2.5.4 Residential uses on the 
ground and first floor

Able to 
comply

While the indicative floor plans do not 
show ground floor apartments with a 
similar appearance to a two storey 
terrace, the indicative scheme has 
included a 4 metre setback to the glass 
line in accordance with the controls. As 
such, the setback proposed is 
considered to be acceptable. 

Compliance with the objectives of this 
section will be further assessed as part 
of any detailed design DA.  

5. Specific Areas

Green Square

Compliance Comment

5.2.3 Community infrastructure Yes The concept proposal relies on the 
additional 0.5:1 community infrastructure 
floor space. A pubic benefit offer was 
submitted by the applicant in order to 
access the additional floor space. 

This offer will contribute to the essential 
community infrastructure for Green 
Square through the provision of an on-
site through-site link and a monetary 
contribution towards infrastructure.

5.2.5.2 Through-site links Yes The concept proposal shows a through-
site link connecting Mentmore Avenue 
and Dunning Avenue. The proposed 
envelopes shows terrace style 
development and communal open space 
areas fronting onto the through-site link. 

Active edges and natural surveillance 
should be demonstrated as part of any 
future detailed design DA. 

5.2.7 Stormwater management 
and waterways

Able to 
comply 

This is addressed above in clause 7.15 
Flooding in section 3.7 in Sydney DCP 
2012. 
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5. Specific Areas

Green Square

Compliance Comment

5.2.7.2 Water sensitive urban 
design principles (WSUD)

The submitted urban design report 
indicates that a consultant has been 
appointed to ensure stormwater 
treatment is compliant. In order to 
ensure compliance with section 5.2.7.2 
Water Sensitive Urban Design, and 
noting the requirements in section 3, the 
detailed design DA will need to ensure 
detailed design information (including a 
MUSIC model and Report from MUSIC 
link) is provided to demonstrate the 
effectiveness and appropriateness of the 
selected stormwater quality treatment 
devices.

5.2.9 Building Design and 
5.2.10 Setbacks

Able to 
comply

Section 5.2.3 and 5.2.10 of the DCP do 
not nominate any specific numeric 
setback requirements for this site on 
either street frontage with regard to land 
to be dedicated to Council for public 
domain improvements.

The concept building envelopes propose 
a 4 metre landscaped setback from the 
property boundaries on both Dunning 
Avenue and Mentmore. This will enable 
the retention of a large number of street 
trees, and will enable a landscaped 
setback, which will supplement the 
amenity of the public domain.

Issues

Height/Bulk and scale
39. The Sydney LEP 2012 allows a maximum building height of 22 metres for the subject 

site. The concept proposal seeks consent for a maximum height of 22 metres, which is 
acceptable. 

40. The concept application also shows seven (7) storeys. This is inconsistent with section 
4.2.1.1 height in storeys in Sydney DCP 2012, which allows six (6) storeys. 

41. A review of the surrounding context shows that the buildings to the south of the site 
are seven (7) storeys. This is shown in the aerial image at figure 17 below. 
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Figure 17: Aerial image of block showing approved or constructed seven storey forms hatched in 
blue and the subject site hatched in red.

42. However, the seventh storey on surrounding sites is setback from the street frontage. 
For the site at 17-21 Dunning Avenue, there is a setback between 0 metres and 2.5 
metres. For 13-21 Mentmore Avenue, there is a setback between 1.6 metres and 2.4 
metres. This is shown in figures 18 and 19 below. 
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Figure 18: 17-21 Dunning Avenue, front elevation showing 6 storeys and a setback 7th storey

Figure 19: 17-21 Dunning Avenue, roof plan showing 0m to 2.5 metre setback to front boundary

Dunning 
Avenue

2.5m
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Figure 20: 13-21 Mentmore Avenue, approved front elevation showing 6 storeys and a setback 7th 
storey
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Figure 21: Cross section of approved drawing for 13-21 Mentmore Avenue showing setback seventh 
storey

43. The original submitted envelopes did not show any setback to the street height above 
6 storeys. The indicative plans, however,did show a 2.5 metre setback to the private 
open space and 4 metre setback to the glass line.

44. As part of an information request sent to the applicant on 12 March 2018, the 
envelopes to building 1 and 2 fronting Dunning Avenue were requested to be updated 
to illustrate a minimum 3 metre setback above the 6 storey in accordance with section 
4.2.2.2 of Sydney DCP 2012. This is shown in figure 22 below.  The bulk associated 
with the proposed height and upper level setbacks is generally considered reasonable.
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Figure 22: Proposed section of building envelope to building 2 showing upper level setback

45. As detailed in Figure 22, above, the proposal has accommodated 7-storeys within the 
envelope. This is on the assumption of floor to floor heights of 3.1 metres, for levels 1 
and above. These are the minimum floor to floor height allowable under the Sydney 
DCP 2012 and the ADG in order to deliver the required floor to ceiling heights of 2.7 
metres.  As demonstrated on Figure 22, above, this results in an envelope that is built 
to the maximum permitted height, however, has made no provision for lift overruns, 
roof top plant and associated screening or any use of the roof top for communal open 
space.  Such a scenario may result in an outcome where the detailed design includes 
structures that may exceed the building height development standard.

46. On this basis, it is considered to be premature to be approving and locking in the 
number of storeys that are able to be accommodated within the envelope at the 
concept design stage. It is considered, in this instance, that the appropriateness of the 
number of storeys is better resolved at the detailed DA stage following a competitive 
design process and with the full knowledge of the detailed design of all building, 
including its plant and services locations. 

47. As such, it is recommended that the concept approval be limited to envelopes only, 
each with a maximum height of 22 metres. This represents a bulk which has been 
assessed as acceptable and contextually appropriate. This will mean that there is a 
street wall height of approximately 18.9 metres, which is consistent with the Sydney 
DCP (approximately RL 37.50) and then a 3 metre setback for the remaining envelope 
up to the 22 metre height limit. 

48. It is noted that the envelope can accommodate a variety of floor to ceiling heights, 
which should be consistent with section 4C ceiling heights in the ADG and section 
4.2.1.2 of Sydney DCP 2012. The ground and first floor units should also be designed 
in accordance with section 4.2.5.4 of Sydney DCP 2012. 

22m

No scope for plant or 
services 

Dunning 
Avenue

3m setback
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49. It will be a matter for the design competition to ensure that all plant and services are 
incorporated into the design of the envelope and appropriate floor to ceiling heights are 
provided. 

50. This will enable an opportunity for an architectural solution to ensure all plant is 
included within the building envelope, without precluding the possibility of a 7th storey 
to be accommodated within the envelopes. 

Through site link 
51. Section 3.1.2.2 through-site links states that through-site links are to be provided in the 

locations shown on the through-site links map. This map is at figure 23 below, and 
shows the through site link going through the adjacent heritage item, Mentmore 
House. This would mean that the through-site link would sit on 5-11 Mentmore Avenue 
(Mentmore House) and the western side of 5-15 Dunning Avenue. 

Figure 23: Through-site link marked in purple, as required by the Sydney DCP 2012.

52. Given that the graphic alignment of the through-site link in its identified location in the 
Sydney DCP 2012 would require partial demolition of a locally listed heritage item, an 
alternate location has been proposed. This is shown in figure 24 and means that the 
through-site link sits wholly on the subject site and is positioned further north than the 
through-site link identified in the Sydney DCP 2012. The City's strategic unit are 
supportive of the proposed position of the through-site link.

Mentmore House

Site (hatched in 
red)
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Figure 24: Proposed through-site link location

53. The location of the through-site link proposed as part of this DA respects the location 
of the heritage item. It is also considered to be more consistent with the requirements 
in section 3.1.2.2 (4) of the Sydney DCP 2012 as it will align with breaks between 
buildings and be open to the sky. The floor space attributable to the inclusion of the 
through-site link on the subject site is proposed to be relocated elsewhere within the 
proposed envelopes. 

54. The through-site link to the east of the site is currently under construction. It is will sit 
slightly south of the proposed through-site link on the subject site. However, the 
broader connectivity anticipated by the Sydney DCP will not be lost through relocating 
the through site link further north. This is because the connections between the 
adjoining through-site links will still be legible, easily identifiable and accessible for 
users as planned by the Sydney LEP 2012. 

Mentmore House

Through-site link 

Mentmore 
Avenue

Dunning 
Avenue
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55. The land proposed to be used as the through-site link is not required to be dedicated 
to Council under the provisions of the Sydney DCP 2012. Instead, an easement is 
proposed over the through-site link, in accordance with section 3.1.2.2(3) of Sydney 
DCP 2012. As part of the public benefit offer submitted with the application, an 
easement for a right of footway over the through-site link (for a width of 6 metres and 
burdening a total of 482m² of land) has been offered. The draft planning agreement 
has attributed a value to this easement as being $96,400.

56. The relationship of the built form to the through-site link is considered acceptable. The 
through-site link is proposed to be 6 metres wide, which is consistent with the 
requirement under section 3.1.2.2(4)(a) of the Sydney DCP 2012. The relationship 
between the through-site link and buildings 1 and 2 is shown in figure 25 below. There 
is a two storey wall proposed with a nil setback to the through-site link, and an 
additional 1.5 metres setback up the 22 metre height limit. It is considered that 
equitably dividing the separation between buildings provides a clear spatial 
relationship with the through-site link. The detailed design will need to address the 
issue of separation as a 9 metre building separation between buildings predicates non-
habitable to non-habitable openings across the through-site link. 

 

Figure 25: Cross section showing through-site link and buildings 1 and 2 

57. For building 3, the proposed setbacks to the through-site link and adjoining locally 
listed heritage item are in the heritage section below. 

Heritage

58. The application, as originally submitted, proposed a 6 metre setback to Mentmore 
House for the full height of the building. A 500mm articulation zone was also proposed 
to the eastern side of the building. This is shown at figure 26 below. 

Building 1Building 2
1.5m 
setback

1.5m 
setback
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Figure 26: Original envelope proposed, showing a 6 metre setback for full height of building 3.

59. The proposed setback and articulation zone to Mentmore House was raised as an 
issue with the DAP on 15 February 2018. In response, DAP recommended that the 
southern side setback facing Mentmore House should be increased to 6 metres (from 
the through-site link), the building street wall should match the heritage building and 
the articulation zone on building 3 should be eliminated.

60. This change was requested to be made by a letter from the City to the applicant on 12 
March 2018. 

61. In response, the applicant proposed the following alternate option which is shown at 
figures 27 and 28 below:

(a) match the street wall height of the building to the height of Mentmore House; and

(b) setback the upper levels (indicatively levels 5 to 7) so that the front half of 
building 3 is 6 metres from the southern side facade, and the rear of the building 
3 is 1.5 metres southern side facade. 

Mentmore House

Mentmore Avenue

6m setback (via 
through site link)
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Figure 27: Proposed envelope building 3, above level 4 

Figure 28: Proposed envelope building 3 

Building 3

Mentmore House

Mentmore Avenue

6m

1.5m

6m

4m

3m
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62. The four storey street frontage height to building 3 is considered acceptable as it 
relates to the height of the adjacent Mentmore House. Similarly, the upper level 
setbacks above the fourth storey establish a more sympathetic bulk than what was 
originally proposed. 

63. The proposed 6 metre upper level setback from the southern building facade  relates 
to the front part of Mentmore House, which has the most significant heritage 
value. The front stone facade as well as the stone side walls (approximately 14 
metres) were rebuilt from salvaged and relocated fabric (stone facades) when the 
original building on Pitt Street, Sydney was demolished in 1916. Towards the rear of 
Mentmore House is a more recent addition that has less heritage value and 
accordingly a smaller upper level setback is proposed. This is shown in the photograph 
below at figure 29. The upper level ‘cut out’ is about 2 metres further west than the 
extent of the northern stone wall.

Figure 29: Photograph of the northern side elevation of Mentmore House. This shows that the 
heritage value of Mentmore House is largely in the front facade and a small portion of the northern 
side facade. As a guide, the existing building has an approximate setback of 15metres. 

64. Instead of the requested 6 metres, the applicant has proposed a 3-metre upper level 
(indicatively shown as to Levels 5 to 7) setback from the eastern building street 
frontage (Mentmore Avenue). This is proposed to relate to the height of the adjacent 
Mentmore House. Together with the 4 metre setback from the eastern boundary, the 
overall building envelope setback (a total of 7 metres, with the deletion of the 
articulation zone) from Mentmore Avenue will allow the heritage item, Mentmore 
House, to sit forward on the Mentmore Avenue streetscape and respect its significance 
and prominence.
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65. As such, while DAP recommended a 6 metre southern setback for the upper levels, 
the setback proposed is considered to achieve a similar outcome, that being visibility 
and prominence of the heritage item from the public domain, and on this basis is 
considered to be acceptable. 

66. The articulation and design of the building 3 and its relationship to Mentmore House 
should be considered as part of the design competition and any future detailed design 
DA. While facade colours and materials were recommended to be included as 
conditions by the City's heritage specialist, these are considered to be too prescriptive. 
As such, it is considered that the design detail should be left to competitors in the 
design competition to explore and resolve.

Building separation/Setbacks
67. The setbacks to the through-site link are discussed above. 

68. There are 4 metre front setbacks proposed to both Dunning Avenue and Mentmore 
Avenue. This will enable the retention of a number of street trees along both streets, 
which positively contribute to the streetscape. This is shown in figure 30 below. 

Figure 30: Proposed envelope showing the setbacks proposed

Dunning Avenue

Mentmore Avenue

4 metre 
setback
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69. The proposal does not reinforce the street edges established by 1 Dunning Avenue 
and 17-19 Dunning Avenue. This is because the buildings to the north and south along 
Dunning Avenue are built and proposed to be built to the property boundary. Similarly, 
along Mentmore Avenue, the building to the north is built to the property boundary, 
albeit there is a landscape break proposed between the subject site and the adjoining 
building. Mentmore House is also built to the property boundary. 

70. Notwithstanding this; the 4 metre setback to both street frontages will enable the 
retention of a number of street trees. This setback and the retention of trees will 
enhance the setting of the building, enhance privacy and increase pedestrian amenity. 
These outcomes are consistent with the objectives of section 5.2.10 setbacks in 
Sydney DCP 2012, and are therefore considered acceptable. 

71. The separation between the buildings are also considered acceptable. There is a 
separation of 26 metres between buildings 2 and 3 across the proposed communal 
open space. This is shown in figure 30 above. The interface between the communal 
open space, through-site link and the proposed units and terraces on the ground and 
first floor will need to be considered as part of the detailed design DA. 

72. Buildings 2 and 3 are proposed to have a nil setback to the northern boundary and 
building 1 is proposed to have a nil setback to the southern boundary. This is shown in 
figure 30 above. This setback if carefully designed and aligned in the detailed design 
DA, is acceptable. Further the indicative floor plans show perpendicular openings to 
the side boundary which will need further design refinement to ensure visual privacy is 
achieved.  

Building depth

73. The original plans submitted proposed 24 metre deep building envelopes for buildings 
1, 2 and 3. As part of the information request sent to the applicant on 12 March 2018, 
and as per DAPs recommendation, the applicant was requested to reduce the building 
depths to 23 metres. 

74. A 23 metre building depth is consistent with section 2E of ADG. That is, it allows for an 
18 metre glass line to glass line length and 2.5 metres of private open space for two 
units. The updated plans propose a 23 metre building envelope for buildings 1, 2 and 
3, as shown in figure 31 below. 
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Figure 31: Envelope plans showing 23metre building depth 

Cross ventilation
75. Based on the indicative plans submitted, there is insufficient information to accurately 

predict natural cross ventilation and compliance against section 4B of the ADG. 
However, there is scope during the design competition and as part of the detailed 
design DA to improve the internal design of the buildings. This will allow for an 
increase the number of apartments which are naturally cross ventilated and therefore 
comply with section 4B of the ADG. 

76. It is difficult to determine the number of apartments that are naturally cross ventilated 
as there appear to be some drafting errors in the indicative plans. This is shown in 
figure 32 below. 

Building 1 Building 2

Building 3

2 storey, terrace 
style houses

Dunning Avenue

Mentmore Avenue
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Figure 32: Indicative level 6 and level 7 floor plans overlaid

77. That is, for buildings 1 and 2, the location of the stairs for the individual apartments 
interrupts the corridor below. This will reduce the head height of the corridors. There is 
also a connecting stair missing from building 2 on level 7. Further, for building 3, the 
labelling does not relate to the apartments below. That is, there are 6 apartments with 
a connecting stair on Level 7 but only 5 labelled on Level 6.

78. On the assumption that buildings 1 and 2 are drafting errors and can be amended and 
that there are six, two storey apartments for building 3, of the 143 apartments 
proposed, 86 are required to be naturally cross ventilated to achieve 60%.  

79. However, only 68 of the proposed 143 are corner, through and 2 storey cross over 
apartments, which represents 48%. This is below the required 60% in section 4B of the 
ADG. 

80. Notwithstanding this, there is scope to improve the percentage of apartments which 
are naturally cross ventilated as part of the design competition and the detailed DA. 

81. Considerations which should be taken into account in order to increase the percentage 
of apartments which are naturally cross ventilated are as follows:

(a) For the corner apartments, openings are proposed 9 metres apart (including 
across the through-site link). This will likely create conflicts with visual and 
acoustic privacy. Further design development should aim to address all issues 
through careful siting and layout. 

(b) Clerestory windows could be considered on upper levels apartments. 
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(c) Use of two storey apartments on the ground and first floor levels. This issue is 
also discussed as part of the public domain interface.

Solar access
82. The submitted sun's eye diagram show that the approximately 59% of the indicative 

apartments will receive 2 hours of sun at midwinter to both living areas and balconies. 
This is less than the 70% required by the design criteria in section 4A of the ADG.

83. While it is acknowledged that the orientation of the site makes it difficult to achieve 
compliance with design criteria in the ADG which requires at least 70% of apartments 
to receive a minimum 2 hours of solar access to both the balcony and living spaces, 
the objective of the 4A of the ADG could be achieved through further design 
development. 

84. The objective of 4D requires the design to optimise the number of apartments 
receiving sunlight to habitable rooms, primary windows and private open spaces. As 
such, as part of the design competition and any future detailed design DA, 
consideration must be given to ensuring that the design optimises solar access. 

85. The submitted envelopes do not unreasonably overshadow neighbouring properties, 
as required by section 3D and section 4A of the ADG. The adjoining site to the south 
of the subject site at 17-21 Dunning Avenue (recently approved development, yet to be 
constructed) will achieve 74% solar access and 7.4% no direct sun due to the 
proposed development on 5-15 Dunning Avenue according to the sun's eye views 
prepared by PTW.

Vehicle access point
86. The Dunning Avenue site frontage adjoins the 'Citywide Cycle Priority and Primary 

Local Pedestrian Network', which is part of the larger proposal of the City to create a 
liveable green network (LGN). The LGN is part of the city's aims to create a pedestrian 
and cycling network that connects all parts of the City. This is shown in Figure 33 
below. 

Figure 33: Map showing proposed location of 'Citywide Cycle Priority and Primary Local Pedestrian 
Network' and its relationship to the site
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87. The proposed location of the vehicle entry is shown in figure 34 below. 

                          

Figure 34: Plan showing proposed vehicle entry on Dunning Avenue

88. The City's Transport Planner recommended that consideration be given to the 
relocation of the  vehicle entrance to the Mentmore Avenue frontage to minimise 
conflict with the cycle network plan. 

89. This issue was raised with the applicant in a letter dated 12 March 2018. As part of this 
letter, the applicant was requested to consider relocating the driveway entry to 
Mentmore Avenue, or provide detailed analysis and justification for the retention of the 
vehicle entry from Dunning Avenue. 

90. In response, the applicant submitted the following justification (at figure 35 below) to 
explain why co-locating the driveway and the through-site link next to Mentmore House 
is inappropriate and inferior from the current location proposed:

(a) It will result in a reduced amount of deep soil within the development and will also 
prevent the co-location of deep soil on the subject site with the deep soil on the 
northern adjacent site. This will reduce the potential for improved deep soil 
planting. It will also create a blank wall to the northern neighbour through needing 
to raise the courtyard level. 

(b) It will result in a reduced level of amenity for the ground floor communal open 
space. This is because the potential for open space area on the southern side of 
the through-site link is smaller and also compromised by the blank rear wall of 
Mentmore House along the eastern side of the space. 

Vehicle entry
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(c) It will result in reduced safety through loss of passive surveillance over the 
through-site link. It will also result in reduced amenity to the through-site link  as a 
result of the shadow created by the terrace housing which is necessary to sleeve 
a ground level loading bay/waste collection facility on the northern side of the link.

(d) The terraces will have reduced amenity as they will face south and have reduced 
solar access. 

Figure 35: Comparison of driveway entry locations

91. The applicant's further submissions has been reviewed by the City's Transport Planner 
who advised that the preference for the driveway off Mentmore Avenue is not a critical 
suggestion, and it's location off the Dunning Avenue frontage would be acceptable.  

92. Given the applicant's justification as to the impacts on functionality that would result 
from the relocating of the driveway to Mentmore Avenue and in the absence of any 
major traffic/transport issues, on balance, it is considered that Dunning Avenue is a 
more suitable option for vehicle access to the site. 

93. Further to this, there are two existing driveway entrances on Dunning Avenue, which 
are proposed to be reduced to one under the current concept scheme. There are also 
two newly approved driveway entries on Dunning Avenue for the site directly to the 
north and south of the subject site. It would be unreasonable, given the implications 
raised above, to require the driveway location to change if a similar arrangement has 
recently been approved immediately adjacent to the site. 

Public domain interface

94. Although not able to be approved by this concept application, the indicative plans show 
a 2 metre high fence to Dunning Avenue. This is aimed at improving privacy to the 
ground floor units, but reduces casual surveillance. An alternative design needs to be 
considered as part of the competitive design process, with consideration being given to 
the use of two storey ground floor apartments being an option to overcome privacy and 
surveillance. 

95. Privacy around the through-site link will be required for the ground floor apartments. 
Greenery, as well as design refinement, can be considered as part of any detailed DA. 
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96. A clear residential entry should also be provided. The indicative plans show the 
residential lobbies being off the through site link. This does not provide a clear street 
address. Ground floor units should also have individual entries, in accordance with 
section 4.2.5.4 of the Sydney DCP 2012. 

97. These issues, as well as the overall relationship between the public domain, the 
through-site link and the subject site will need to be further developed as part of the 
competitive design process and the detailed DA.

Public art strategy 
98. The submitted public art plan, prepared by Guppy Associated Art Management for 

Stockland Residential, version 6 dated 9 April 2018, proposes a dedicated art budget 
of $300,000. It also indicates that this budget assumes additional funds and resources 
from the project lighting budget will also be allocated to this budget. The indicative 
locations for art are shown in figure 36 below. 

Figure 36: Indicative locations of public art illustrated by above numbers.

99. Based on the scale of the project and the cost of works ($66 million), the budget 
should not be capped at $300,000. Instead the strategy should be amended to state 
that the minimum budget for public art be $300,000. 

Other Impacts of the Development
100. It is considered that the concept proposal will have no significant detrimental effect 

relating to environmental, social or economic impacts on the locality, subject to 
appropriate conditions being imposed.
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Suitability of the site for the Development 
101. The proposal is of a nature in keeping with the overall function of the site. The 

premises are in a commercial/residential surrounding and amongst similar uses to that 
proposed.

Internal Referrals

102. The application was discussed with the Heritage and Urban Design Specialists; 
Building Services Unit; Environmental Health; Public Domain; Surveyors; Access and 
Transport; Tree Management; Waste Management; who advised that the proposal is 
acceptable subject to the recommended conditions.

External Referrals

103. The application constitutes integrated development and as such the application was 
notified and advertised for 30 days between 22 November 2018 and 23 December 
2018 in accordance with the provisions of Environmental Planning and Assessment 
Regulations 2000. As a result of this notification there were no submissions received.

104. The application was not required to be renotified as the changes proposed in the 
amended plans were considered to be a minor. As such, in accordance with Schedule 
1.3 of Sydney DCP 2012, the plans were not renotified. 

Public Interest

105. It is considered that the proposal will have no detrimental effect on the public interest, 
subject to appropriate conditions being proposed.

S7.11 Contribution

106. Section 7.11 contributions will form part of the detailed DA.  

Affordable housing contribution 

107. Affordable housing contributions will form part of the detailed DA.  

Relevant Legislation

108. The Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979 and the Water Management 
Act 2000.
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Conclusion

109. The proposal seeks consent for a concept plan for three (3) building envelopes, with a 
maximum overall height of 22 metres on the site at 5-15 Dunning Avenue. While the 
development seeks a seven (7) storey form, the number of storeys are not 
recommended to be approved. This is to ensure that all plant and services are 
accommodated with the 22 metre building envelope, and that there are greater 
opportunity for varied floor to ceiling heights and unit types. 

110. The proposal seeks consent for the through-site link which will connect Mentmore 
Avenue and Dunning Avenue. The location of the proposed through-site link is not in 
strict accordance with the Sydney DCP 2012, however, the proposed location is 
considered to represent a better outcome for the site. 

111. The proposal is reliant on the provisions of the community infrastructure floor space of 
the Sydney LEP 2012. The applicant has made a public benefit offer for the delivery of 
the through-site link, including an easement to be registered on title and a monetary 
contribution. A draft planning agreement has been prepared and is on public exhibition 
for a 28-day period from 7 June 2018.

112. The setbacks and form of the envelopes proposed are considered acceptable. 
However there is scope to improve cross ventilation and solar access of the future 
proposed apartment beyond what is proposed in the indicative scheme. This will be a 
matter for the design competition and detailed DA. 

113. The relationship of the proposed form relative to Mentmore House is considered 
acceptable. The front and part of the side facade at Mentmore House will be visible 
from the public domain and the building envelope appropriately setback. 

114. The proposed driveway entry is considered acceptable. On balance, the urban design 
and planning impacts of a driveway to Mentmore Avenue are not considered 
acceptable, and as such, Dunning Avenue is considered to be a better option for 
driveway access. 

115. As such, it is recommended that determination of the application be delegated to the 
CEO to allow the completion of the exhibition period of the draft planning agreement.

GRAHAM JAHN, AM

Director City Planning, Development and Transport

Erin Dyer, Specialist Planner
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